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TERRORISM IN GENERAL

Political . . . Psychological . . . Sociological Aspects

Books

(TLC 805 A68)

Assassinations: the murders that changed history. London: M. Gapon- 
dish, 1972. (HV 6278 A75)


Clutterbuck, Richard L. Living with terrorism. London: Faber & Faber, 
1975. (HV 6431 C55)

Clutterbuck, Richard L. Protag and the urban guerrilla. New York: 
Abelard-Schuman, 1974. (JC 328.6 C55)

Clyne, Peter. An anatomy of skyjacking. London: Abelard-Schuman, 
1973. (TLC 805 C64)

Contemporary violence: a multidisciplinary examination. Edited by 
C66)

Crotty, William J. Assassinations and the political order. New York: 
Harper & Row, 1972. (NY 6278 C7)

Duggar, William. Terrorism, the slaughter of innocents. Chatsworth, 
Calif.: Major Books, 1975. (On order)

Friedrich, Carl J. The pathology of politics: violence, betrayal, 
corruption,inity, and propaganda. New York: Harper & Row, 
1972. (JA 79 991)

Frum, Eric. The anatomy of human destructiveness. New York: Holt, 

Grundy, Kenneth W. The ideologies of violence. Merrill, 1974. (JC 328.6 078)


Gurr, Ted R. Why men rebel. Princeton, N.J.: Center of Internationa1 
Studies, Princeton University Press, 1970. (BN 281 098w)
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--- The war for the cities. New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1972. (JC 491 H64)


Periodical Articles

Abrahamsen, David. Why women are now toting the guns; interview. U. S. News 79:21, 6 October 1975.


Assassination, an endless nightmare: ... Dr. Abrahamsen ... offers insight into the latest outbreak of attacks on political leaders. U. S. News 79:17-21, 6 October 1975.


Fisk, Robert. The wrong way to fight the terrorist war. Times p.12, 7 October 1975.


James, T. Rescuing hostages: to deal or not to deal; *Time* essay. *Time* 100:28-9, 18 September 1972.


Notes and comment; the terrorist and the bombardier, primary representatives of victorious violence. *New Yorker* 48:13x-5, 14 October 1972.


Reston, James. The forgotten factor: the minority may want violence and absolute solutions, but the majority in most nations is now ready for compromise and accommodation. *New York Times*, sec. IV, p.131, 4 March 1972.


Woodward K. Now, the violent woman. Newsweek 86:29, 6 October 1975.

Report Literature


Jenkins, B. Terrorism and kidnapping. Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, June 1974. (P-3255)

Jenkins, B. Terrorism works - sometimes. Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, April 1974. (P-3217)

Phillips, Charles D. Counterterror campaign - the road to success or failure. Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: Army War College, October 1975. (AD-A024 039)

GLOBAL TERRORISM

Hijacking . . . Legal Aspects . . . U.N. Considerations

Books


International Institute for Strategic Studies. Civil violence and the international system. London, 1971. (U 162 A23 no. 82-83)


Periodical Articles


The anti-terrorist: the things that have to be done to beat terrorism are going to need a system of international co-operation beyond anything that has been devised yet. Economist 244:15-16, 16 September 1972.

Around the globe: outbreaks of terror; Terrorism: "growing and increasingly dangerous"; interview with Robert A. Fearey, special assistant to the Secretary of State and co-ordinator for combating terrorism. U. S. News 79:76-9, 29 September 1975.


Clearer than ever: no sure way to handle global terrorists; when killers and kidnappers are seen as patriots, it's easy for them to find asylum, escape. Prosecution; can collective action end terror? U. S. News 80:27-8, 5 January 1976.


Conquest, Robert. Thwarting terrorism: international terrorism has emerged in its full odious degeneracy; to wipe it out, we need a policy of ruthless moderation. Alternatives 10:22-4, October 1976.


Fink, Robert. The world's terrorists sometimes are united. They exchange arms and talk, but they're not quite a brotherhood. New York Times, sec. IV, p.3:13, 17 August 1975.


Tannenbaum, Jeffrey A. The terrorists: for the world's alienated, violence often reaps political recognition; the PLO is a case in point. Wall Street Journal 189:18, 4 January 1977.


35-member group established to draft convention against taking hostages; Assembly adopts terrorism resolution. U.N. Monthly Chronicle 14:82, January 1977.


NUCLEAR TERRORISM

Books


Periodical Articles


Burnham, David. Nuclear agency is reported ready to oppose special force to combat terrorist attacks at facilities. New York Times, p.11:1, 12 January 1976.


Matson, Eric K. Terrorists armed with nuclear weapons. Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air Command and Staff College, May 1976. (AD-8011 895L)


Report Literature


Jenkins, Brian M. High technology terrorism and surrogate wars: the impact of new technology on low-level violence. Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, January 1975. (P-5339)

Will terrorists go nuclear? Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, November 1975. (P-5541)


Pearsall, Robert B. *The Symbionese Liberation Army. Documents and Communications.* Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1974. (F 866.2 P42)


Periodical Articles


Emery, Fred. America believes none but the brave can beat the threat of international terrorism. *The Times* p.12, 28 October 1975.
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A nightmare coming true: new kidnapping 'confirms fears (events in the kidnappings of Patricia Hearst, and John R. Murphy); Political terror in U. S.: what next; interview with Dr. David Abrahamson, a leading psychiatrist. U. S. News 76:13-17, 4 March 1974.


On the defensive: kidnap threat moves companies, individuals to step up security; They avoid society pages, hire guards, vary routes and arm their chauffeurs. Wall Street Journal 183:1+, 1 March 1974.

Political Kidnapping: an ugly turn in the U. S.: a kind of terrorism new to this country is sparking fear among many: will the Patricia Hearst kidnapping set off a wave of extremist violence. U. S. News 76:24-5, 25 February 1974.


Schulz, W. Terror in our skies; can we stop it. Popular Mechanics 138:138-41a, September 1972.


Tougher tactics in the war against plane hijackers: shoot-out aboard a packed jet signals a big step-up in the drive to end piracy; "New tactics are saving the lives of passengers" (interview with Lt. Gen. Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.). U. S. News 73:26-8, 17 July 1972.


Government Publications


Latin America

Books


Periodical Articles


Bullets, bombs and a sign of hope; Maalot attack by the Popular democratic front for the liberation of Palestine and Israeli retaliation in Lebanon. *Time* 103:24-4, 27 May 1974.


If a nation is to be terrorized it must be terrorized without frontiers... Economist 259:45, 23 February 1974.

Terror by terror; kidnapping of foreign executives. Time 103:24-5, 14 January 1974.

Why Argentina is becoming "land of vanishing Americans": terror tactics against U. S. companies are forcing mass exodus of top executives; for those who stay - a continuing threat of political kidnapping. U. S. News 76:59-60, 11 March 1974.

Report Literature


Chalfont, Lord. What plan have we got for dealing with terrorists? (British). Times p.12, 18 March 1975.


Confusion in Munich; television broadcasting of terrorist activities in Olympic village. Time 100:50, 18 September 1972.


Indiscriminate terror; the Michael McGuillicay and other incidents. Time 100:27-8, 28 August 1972.


Italy; the kidnap battle. Economist 251:41, 1 June 1974.


Massacre was no peace in our time. *Life* 73:36-37, 29 December 1972.


Nearly 1,500 dead and it still goes on. *Economist* 258:19-20, 10 January 1976.


Open approval (Munich killings). *Economist* 244:36, 16 September 1972.


Or such less penalty: if the British start hanging terrorists, they'll be out of Ulster in a year - which is just the IRA wants. *Economist* 253:17-18, 7 December 1974.

Outrage over the IRA. *Time* 99:30+, 5 June 1972.


What can the IRA hope to achieve. Economist 249:15, 29 December 1973.
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EUROPE - EASTERN

Books


Periodical Articles


Croats in Australia: from soccer to bombs. Economist 244:36, 23 September 1972.


Did OPEC terrorists have Soviet connections? (Yes, probably led by "Carlos"). Human Events 36:1, 3 January 1976.


**Books**


**Periodical Articles**

- And now, mail-a-death; letter bombs mailed to Israeli diplomatic offices. *Time* 100:28+, 2 October 1972.


Iran; caught, not quite in the act. *Economist* 249:4-5, 6 October 1973.


Israel's night of carnage; massacre at Tel Aviv's Lod International airport. *Time* 99:23-5, 12 June 1972.


New Arab terror: murder by wall. *Newsweek* 80:30-1, 2 October 1972.


Terrorism complicates a mission of peace; Al Fatah attack on Tel Aviv hotel. *Time* 105:31-3, 17 March 1975.


AFRICA

Books


Teixeira, Bernardo. The fabric of terror; three days in Angola. New York: Devin-Adair Co., 1965. (DT 611.7 T2)


Periodical Articles


Black September; black Friday (Sudan). Economist 246:37, 10 March 1973.


Libya's new strike force of 'hitmen' step up fresh campaign of terror. The Times. p.6, 19 April 1976.


Your money or her life. (Chad). Economist 256:47-8, 27 September 1975.
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Books


Periodical Articles


